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SECONDARY FLOWS AND BOUNMRY-LAYER ACCUMULATIONS IN TURBINE NOZZLES 1
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SUMMARY

An inwtigathn of secon4i2q@w lu88paUern8originatingin.
three sets of turbine nozzle b.?.adepa$8a@ was condwcti by
meun8 of $?omm”sualization8tudies and detuil.ed$?ow mea8ure-
men”tg. For cdl caseq high .?088wiue+?were me@wTedin %
jluid down-slresmof the mrner8formed by the suctiun swfa.ca
of tlw bikdtwa:ndtheshroual, and Lh+xelo8se43were accom.panid
b~ dticharge~ngle akviatirm from dekgn vcdu.a. Deqqite
the 8iz.58of the 10s8regions and angle gradients, over-all ma88-
averagedHaa’eej%iences were of h oru% of 0.99 and 0.98 and,
therefore,are not a good indaz of bladeperformance.

~i8 report 8hows that h inw-?.d I?088core a8800iated
with a bladeof a turbinenozh c.mcaa%h largely the accumula-
lwn of low-momentum j%ki’.s originm%ng elsewhere in the
ca.s&. This accumw.?a.tionh effected by the 8ec0rLd@-@o
mechunim, which acts to transport the low—momentum$uiak
acros8the channels on the wa.?lkand radially in the bladewakex
and bounday layer8. At one $ow condition invtxtigated, t.h
radiul tran8portof low-momentum@G? in the blade wake and
on h swclion ewrface near the trailing edge accounted for
approximately 66 pwcent of the innerd loss wre, abou$30
percent resultingfrom J$?CWin h tiickened hmndar.yluyer on
the suction .surja.ce,and about 36 percent from jlow in the
bladewake.

The dqree to which blade-w-face mikcdy projiles affect the
magnitude and concentration of h38scores wax invdgatd by
comparingthreenozzle bladeconjiguratimw. FlOuWwd’izatiOn
studies and J70Wmeawrementx at the lower Mmh numbers
indicate that when, as a rwult of unfavomble bla.ik-wufae
veZocitypro$l-e8,thickerwdUuu2 boundury .?ayerstit on the
blada near the otier 8hroud, they muy provide the conditions
required’ jor pa88age vorku jormation. Under these condi-
tions, sizable outer-shroud 1088corm aTefound at the nozzle
discharges. Hades having tin.w two-dimmsiond proJiJe
bownda~ la.yer8,howevex,appear to o$er rtitarwe to pas8age
nortex formation near the outer shroud, and, instead, there
resd?.s inwwrd radialJIIXVof bwmmwntum air in the blade

wake. Uiuier thxe condiiion.s,the inw-shroud I?088region at
the nozzle dticharge is large, while the outer-shroud1088region
may, in comparim-n,be quile d.
In both ca.w, reduced .?08s”actnimuh?wns along the oui.er

shrewd are obtm%udat the higher Mach number as 8hoch-
boundury-layer thickening on h blude surface provides an
a.aklitiona.lpath for the radiuliy inwardjluw of lmwnomentum
Buid. The re3uL!8, therejore, indicate that pawzge von%x
formation may not tit for d? blaa?ecoqfigumtti and+
condMoTMand may be governed, to a lurge a%nt, by blade
boundary-hq.wr thickne$s and 8eparntion. (%mpari.son of
weih%@nd constanldisciuwge%ngb and free-vortex type
blk.da idcu.ta that the 8ec0ndary-@v ib88 differences jor
.thae bti are 80 sma-?.lthat the ch.oix of the type of bkding,
based801?dyon WC+*, ?%of n8@?@ibk?C071CWJ%

INTRODUCITON

Whenever turning of a fluid is accomplished, as by a
cascade, a balance is established between static-pressure
gradients and centrifugal forces in that fluid. In an annular
cascade, where three-dimensional turning is involved, both
radial and circumferential static-pressure gradients exist.
These pressure gradienti, developed in the mainstream, are
imposed upon the boundary layera of low-momentum fluid on
the walls and on the blades of the cascade. Turning in the
boundary layers equal tQ the free-stream turning wouId not
be suficient to maintain balance between the pressure gra-
dients and the centrifugal forces. Thus, more than free-
stream turning of the low-momentum boundary-layer fluids
results. The deviations in flow of the boundary layer from
the free-strewn flow directions are called secondary flows.
secondary flows inevitably r=ult from the turning of fluids
having boundary layers; in annular caacades, a system of
three-dimensionalsecondary flows must ahvays.reestablished.

As gas velocities through turbines are increased to obtain
increased power and increased mass flow per unit frontal

If@~@ NACATAT~, ~IE@WW 111-tion ofh h onAnnrdarCascadeofTnrbkwNoxleBkk ofk V* hdzn,”byHab@tw.AlkII,Mm ~.~Y,
WI(IRicfnudE.ChoumFS1953TN ZWJ,“WudYoffhOIldIXY-~OWPstb?insinanAxmnfarCrucadoOfTurbfneNIJZII13BladI=wfthVOrtOIIksf8n,”by-d E.R&f&HubertTV.AI18u,
ondHowordZ.Huzlg,lW ondTN 23$9,“Comwrfsmof&mmlorYFlow ondBomMwY-LaYeIAczomlaticminfkmrd tithe Node+” byhffltiCLKofskoY,HuktTV.Awn,and
HowordZ.Hmk,1963.
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area, the three-dimensional secondary flows become increas-
ingly significant, because these secondaw flows give rise to
relatively large regions of low=eneqg fluids that cause
main-flow blockages and deviations from design flow-angles,
with consequent reduced edliciency and performance. As
tmmsonic velocities are approached, the secondary flows
resulting horn the radial gradients of pres.me, velocity, and
circulation become too large to be ignored in the design of
turbine bladm. Various analytical methods have been
developed (refs. 1 to 4) to evahate and predict the deviations
in exit flow angles and velocities due to the secondary flows
in flow channels. However, as a result of the complicated
three-dimensional patterns of the secondary flows, consid-
erable doubt existsas to whether a physically valid amdytical
description of secondary ~ows in turbine nozzle cascades can
at present be obtained by use of such simplifying asamptions
as two-dimensional flows, no vkosi~ in the turning fluid,
or nontwisting Bernoulli surfaces, which are currently used
for theoretical analyses. Accordingly, recent investigations
at the NACA Lewis laboratory have concentrated on obtain-
ing experimentally an over-all picture of the actual secondary
flows. In reference 5, fiow+sualization techniques were
employed to trace the boundary-layer flow patterns, and
the results were recorded photographically. By these
means, the basic patterns of seccmdmy flows and the govern-
ing flow parametem in turbomadines were established. .

In order to obtain a better understanding of the flow proc-
esses within typical modern turbine nozzle blade rowa, the
series of investigations reported herein was made. Three
blade configurations were investigated: bkde A, a ccmstant-
discharge-angle blade with smooth surface velocity profile
designedby the stmam-iikrnent method; blade B, a constanb
discharge-angle blade with a more blunt leading edge and a
more irregular surface veIoci@- distribution with veIocity
peaks; and blade C, a stmam-iiknenkkign blade having
free-vortex velocity distribution and a smooth velocity
profile. In addition, a series of blade mo~cations was
appIied to the blade C nozzle configuration in order to sepa-
rate and evaluate the various secondary-flow components
there. These modiikations ccmsiskd of blade bound@--
Iayer flow fences and notches cut into the blade trailing edges.

Detailed data were take% including surveys of tm%dpres-
sure and discharge angle in the free-stream, wake, and
boundary-layer regions immediately downs&am of the
nozzle-discharge sections. Flow-visualization techniqu~
were also employed, including surface flow studies (by means
of hydrogen sulfide rmdpaint trace-s)and smoke flow studies
as described in reference 5. The location and direction of
the secondary-flow components in the cascades arepresented.
The angle gradients associaimdwith the secondary-flow sys-
tems and their effect on rotor blade angles of attack are also
discussed. The blade suction-surface velocity profile is
considered, and the degree to which it affects the magnitude,
concentration, and location of the high-loss re#ona is in-
vestigated by comparing the three nozzle blade con-
figurations.

These experimental investigations were made by use of
the facilities of the NACA Lewis laboraixmyin 1953.

SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this report:
Mu hub discharge Mach number
P local total pressure, in. Hg
P, reference inlet total pressure, in. Eg
P local static pressure, in. Hg
r radius measured from axis, ft
v local velocity, ftlsec
v. local axial component of velocity, ft/sec
v, ideal velocity as determined by reference inlet totrd

pressure and 100aldischarge static prewuro, ft/sec
v, local tangential component of velocity, ft/soc
“x local measured value, variable used in mass+veraging

expression
r circulation, sq ft/sec
‘Y ratio of specific heats
7 local blade efficiency, V/V~ ,

do increment in circumferential distance
P static density, slugs/cu ft

APPARATUS
T~T UNIT

A schematic view of the teat unit used in this investigation
is shown in figure 1. A filter was installed in a large dopr~
sion tank (not shown in the figure) upstream of the test
section to prevent damage and clogging of the dolicato in-
struments by dirt particles from the air supply. The filter
consisted of two layers of l/4-inch felt sepaxated by filter
paper supported by wire-mesh screening. A second depres-
sion tank downstream of the fit tank was located approxi-
mately 4 duct diameters (approximately 6 ft) upstream of
the nozzle blades (@. 1). Along-radius nozzle was instalkl
in this depreaaiontank to provide smooth entry into the duct
leading to the nozzle blad~ in the test section. A he mesh
screen was also installed in the tank to give a uniform inlet
velocity distribution. The air discharged from the nozzle
blades into an annular duct having six straightening vanes
located approximately 3 tip diameters downstream of the
nozzle blades.

Filtered
air

oust
em

Jhrmuplei -’$ ‘-~o~
rwzzle

FIGUEEl.-schematio viewof annular-nozzlecascndetsqtunit.

TURBINENOZZLEBLADM
I?or simplicity, the three blade configurations investi-

gated will be desjgn.ated as follows: blade A, a conatrmt-
discharge+mgle blade with smooth surface velocity profile
designed by the stream-fknent method; blade B, a constant-
discharge-angle blade with a more blunt leading edge and a
more irregular surface velocity distribution, pnrticuhwly
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near the blade tip; md blade C, a stream-iilamentdesign
blade having free-vortex velocity distribution and a smooth
velocity profile. The suction+mrface velocity profiles at
the hub, mean, and tip sections of the three blades are
presented in figure 2. Mean+ection blade shapes are shown
in figure 2 (b).

All nozzle blades used in the investigation were of sub-
sonic design for an equivalent weight flow of approximately
15,3 pounds of air per second. Each set consists of 48 bladw

having a hub-tip radius ratio of 0.730 and a tip diameter
of 16.25 inches. Blades A and C were designed by the two-
dimensional stream-filamentmethod described in reference 6.
As the stream-filament method applies only to the portion
of the blades forming the channel, the blades were designed
to do the greatest amount of the turning within the channel.
The trailing-edge portions of the blades, having little curva-
ture, were faired at the approximate discharge angle. Blade
proiile and stacking coordinates for the three blade sets are
given in tablea I to ~.

Constant-discharge-angle blades (blade A).—These blades
were designed for a constant discharge angle of 56° from axial.
The blade chord varies from 1$42 inches at the tip to 1.173
inches at the hub, while the trailing-edge thiclmess varies
from O.O49to 0.034 inch. The blades have a solidity of
1.510 at the hub and 1.545 at the tip.

Constut-discharge-angle blades (blade B) ,-These blades,
from a production turbine, were designed for a constant dis-
charge angle of approximately 60° from axial and have a
solidity of 1.489 at the hub and 1.497 rutthe tip. The chord
varies from 1.592 inches at the tip to 1.157 inches at the hub,
and the trailing-edge thiclmess from 0.040 to 0.026 inch.

Vortex-we blades (blade C),—These blades were designed
for a free-vortex-type velocity distribution with a discharge
angleof approximately 65° from axial at the hub. The blades
have a solidity of 1.507 at the hub and 1.595 at the tip. The
chord and trailing-edge thiclmw vary from 1.696 and 0.044
inch, respectively, at the tip to 1.172 and 0.034 inch at the
hub.

Modified vortex-type blades (modified blade C).—The
modifications shown in iigure 3 were adopted in the attempt
to separate and evaluate the various components of secondary
flow. These are:

(1) The full flow fence (fig. 3 (a)) at blade mesa radius for
interrupting radial flows in the walceof the blade and
on the suction surface near the trailing edge

(2) The mod.iiled flow fence for interrupting radial flows
in the walce,but not in the thickened boundary layer
on the suction surface of the blade near the trailing
edge (fig. 3 (b))

(3) A %-inch notch in the blade bailing edge (k. 3 (c))
(4) A &nch notch in the blade trailing edge (fig. 3 (d))

INSTEUMXNTA’ITON

The cascade was instrumented to obtain suryeys of total
and static pressures at the inlet measuring station 0.5
inch upstream of the leading edge of the tip section of the
blades. Total pressures, wall static pressures, and flow
angles were surveyed at the discharge measuring station
0.159 inch downstream of the trailing edge of the nozzle
blade tip. The instrumd.a used to obtain the detailed
surveys of the gas state at the inlet and discharge are shown
in figure 4.

Total-pressure probes,—Two types of total-pressure
probe were used to measure total pressure at the discharge
measuring station. One type was desigwed speciflcrilly for
measurements in the boundary layer; the other, ‘for free-
stream measurements. The pressure-measuringhead of the
boundary-layer probe (@g. 4 (a)) consisted of 0.015-inch-
outside-diameter tubing. The tip was flattened to approsi-

.
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mately 0.003-inch tilde minor axis length (parallel to
probe axis) to obtain closer approximations of point values
in the regions of high radial pressure gradienta. The three-
dimensional total-premwe probe (fig. 4 (b)) was designed
to measure the total pressure outside the boundary layer
for radial flow anglw within the limits of approximately +9°.
The probe consists of five 0.015-inch+mtside-diwneter
tubes projecting 0.120 inch from the probe axis. The tubw
were set at angles of 3°, 6°, —3°, —6°, and 0° horn a plane
normal to the axis of the probe and with the measuring ends
of the tubes in this plane. A shielded total-pressure probe
was used to measure the reference total pressure at the inlet
to the blades.

Statia-pressure taps,-WsJl static taps of 0.015-inch
diameter were located at both the inner and outer shroud
in the inlet and &charge measuring planea. At the inlet
measuring plane, one static tap each at the inner and outer
shrouds was located at the circumferential position used for
the inlet radial surveys. At the discharge measuring plane,
static pressures were measured by eight closely spaced
static-pressure taps in either wall.

Flow-angle measuring probes.—A double-wire hot-w-ire-
anemometer probe (fig. 4 (c)) was used to measure the dis-
charge flow angles in the mainstream. The instrument
consists of two parallel wires supported by two prongs and
mounted under tension on the axis of the probe (parallel
to a mdius of the cascade). Thus, the wires can be rotated
without appreciable displacement. Eaoh of the wires has
a diameter of approximately 0.0009 inch &d a length of

Section A-A -

(d)

!’

) Reducedflowfence
d) ~Inch notoh

l?IGm&3.-Sketches of variousmodifications.

0.045 inch or less. The distance between wire centem is
0.005 inch.

For use in the inner-shroud boundary layer, a V-wiro
hot-wire anemometer (fig. 4 (d)) waa constructed, having
the two wires mounted in such h way that both were in the
same plane and parallel to the shroud surface (perpendicular
to a radius of the cascade) when in use. The wires of this
instmmmntwere 0.0011 inch in diameter and 0.050 inch long.
They -were mounted on three supports, the tips of which
were located at the corners of an equilateral triangle. Thus,
the two wires mounted near the support tips formed a V
with a 600 angle at their intersection. The use of such an
instrument near the inner shroud was based on the assump-
tion that no steep circumferential gradients of angle or mass
flow would be present. Details of design of wire supports
and the general construction of the hot-wire probes’ am
discussed in reference 7. The application of hot-wire-
anemometer probes to the measurement of disclmrgo flow
anglea for the flow conditions reported in this investigation
is discussed in the appendix.

A double-tube pressure piobe (fig. 4 (e)) also was used for
angle measurements in the boundary layer. In order to
minimize effects of pressure gradients and angle gradients
on the measured angles, the tube dimensions were mado
small. Each tube was of O.010-inch-outside-diameter
stairdes-9steel. The tubes were soldered together and
mounted in such a way that the double open end had its
ti lying in a circumferential plane and could be rotated
about a radial axis. in order to increase the sensitivity to

.
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flow direction, each tube end was ground back at an angle [ V-wire data from the boundmv laver could be faired into
of 30° from the soldered tip junction so that the tip was
wedge-shaped with a 60° total angle.

Repeatability,-Discharge total preasurea in the free
stream, wakes, and boundary layers, and wall static pressures
could be repeated within +0.05 inch of mercury durirg any
mtcnded time interval. The reproducibility of &0.05 inch
was maintained by observing the data when the reference
static pressure was steady at the desired set value.

The flow-angle measurements made with my given probe
could be repeated within + 0.5° with that probe. At the
lower Mach number, the two boundary-layer angle probes
gave data that resulted in contour lima of approximately
the same shape. Maximums and minimums were in the
same positions and had the same magnitude to about + 1.OO.

parallel-wire data from the mk &t of the annulus with
adjustments of not more than about + 1.OO.

Agreement between probes was not so close at the higher
Mach number beoause of the higher gradients in angle and
mass flow encountered. The effects of these gradients are
different for each type of probe. The two boundary-layer
probes showed angle gradients in the same direction over
much of the region where they were used, but the magnitudes
of the gradienta did not agree. However, at this Mach
number the pressure-probe angle data were in moderately
good agreement with parallel-wire data in the region where
the data overlapped. Therefore, pressure-probe angle data
were used to make contours between points 0.005 and 0.080
inch from the inner shroud, and parallel-wire data were used
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and Doints 0.120 inch from the
inner shroud. Contours were t&m faired in between 0.080
and 0.120 inch from the inner shroud.

PROCEDURES

The series of investigations reported herein began chrono-
logically with blade B, followed by the investigations of
Made C, mod.itiedblade C, and finally blade A. New and
‘iproved instrumentation and flow-study techniques were
develoDed duri.u the course of the Protracted invwtkation.
and were applied to all succeeding bl-de studies as rap~lly as
they vmreperfected. So it is that the studies of surface flow
dmection were-first made on blade C. L&eWise, the double-
tube pressure probe for boundary-layer flow-angle surve~
was not perfected until near the end of the investigation of
blade C and the blade C modifications and, therefore, was
not used extensively until the blade A investigation.

EXPKR131ENI’ALPROCEDURE

~ general, the flow measurements and ilow=visualization
studies of blades B and A were made similarly to those of
blade C. At the time of the investigation of blade B, which
was conducted &t, the techniques required for boundary-
layer and surface flow studies had not yet been developed;
therefore, these studies were not made for blade B.

Flow conditions.-The reference inlet total pressure was
held constant at approximately 26.50 inches of mercury
absolute, and the inlet total temperature at 553° R for all
surveys. Each of the three sets of blades was investigated
at two hub discharge Mach numbers as follows: blade A,
0.86 and 1.36; bladeB, 1.18 and 1.41; blade C, 0.94 and 1.46.
Smoke studies of flow direction were made on blades A and B
at very low air velocities.

Met surveys,-Radial surveys of total pressure and static
pressure were made at only one circumferential location at
the inlet, because preliminary surveys indicated little meas-
urable circumferential variation in either total or static
Tressure. One static tap each on the inner and outer shrouds
furnished the static-pressure values for the end points.
llelimiiry angle surveys indicated little variation horn the
wial diiection over the blade passage, and the inlet velocity
distribution was therefore satisfactory for the investigation.

Discharge static pressure.-Wall static-pressure values for
the nozzle discharge were obtained from the static taps
located in the discharge measuring plane. For purposes .of
velocity calculations, static pressure was assumed to vary
linearly from inner to outer shroud.

Discharge total-pressure surveys.-At the discharge
measuring station, circumferential surveys of total premre
were made covering an arc corresponding to one complete
Tassage with some overlap. These surveys were spaced
radially in such a way. as to cover boundary layem and loss
reggonsin detail and at the same time to survey other regions
closely enough to verify the existence of uniform -flow.
Circumferential points were likewise spaced to give detailed
‘formation in loss regions and wakes. Determination of the
mdial position of the probe wit,hin0.002 inch in the annulus
behind the blades was required in order to locate accurately

the wakes, boundary layem, and loss regions with respect to
the walls. For this reason, the inner shroud as a refermco
position was located.by use of a low-voltage electric circuit
that indicated by a light when contact was made between tho
measuring probe and the inner shroud.

Free+trwn total pressures were measured with the five-
tube total-prwsure probe. Each of the five tubes was
rotated inti the stream for a maximum reading, and the
greatest total-pressure reading obtained from the readings of
‘the five tubes vm.staken as the total-pressure value for tho
survey point.

Discharge-angle surveys.-surveys of discharge anglo
were made covering the same blade passage as was covered
with the total-pressure surveys. In the free-stream part of
the anmdus, where it was assumed that high angle gradients
or mass-flow gradients, if any, would be largely circumferen-
tial (as in the blade wake) rather than radial, the parallol-
wire anemometer was considered applicable. In the shroud
bhndary layem, where it was assumed that such gradients
would be largely radial rather than circumferential, the V-who
anemometer is more suitable. Actually, the parallel-who
instrument performed well wherever used, and measurements
were made with it from the outer shroud to points 0.1 inch
from the inner shroud. Near the outer shroud it served to
con.iirrn the existence of a steep radial angle gradient;
but since the arm involved in this loss region was com-
paratively small, it was given no further attention, although
the accuracy might have been improved by use of the V-wiro
probe.

Near the inner shroud the parallel-wire probe could not be
used, not only because of diminished accuracy but also
because the distance between survey point (considered as the
wire center) and surface was limited to about 0.036 inch.
Therefore, data were taken with the V-wire anemometer in
the region within 0.2 inch of the inner shroud. These datm
were satisfactory at the lower Mach numbers; but, it the
higher Mach numbers, circumferential gradients of angle and
mass flow were sufllcient to require the use in this region of the
double-tube pressure probe, the results from which would bo
less susceptible to the ‘effects of such gradients.

The use of the double-tube pressure probe for boundary-
layer flow+mgle surveys was developed near the end of tho
investigation of blade C. In the investigation of blade A, rL
comparison was made of the free-stream angles measured by
the double-wire hot-wire-anemometer probe and the double-
tube pressure probe. Differences in measured angles wero
found to be 1° or less over most of the passage. The greatest
difference, approximately 2°, occurred near the shrouds
where the rates of radial variation in discharge angle wero
large. Because of its small size, the double-tube pressure
probe is considered more reliable than the double-wire hot-
wire-anemometer probe in regions where the rate of radial
variation in discharge angle is high. Because of this and
because of its greater simplicity in operation, all angle data
in the free stream and in the boundary layers (for blade A)
were taken with the double-tube pressure probe. No flow-
angle measurementswere made at positions less than 0.1 inch
from the shrouds for blade B.
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moclifioatlon(fig.3 (a)). Hub Maohnumber,1.46.

Blade C modiiloation studies,-Effects of the various
moMications on loss distribution in the meawring plane for
blade C were investigated at the same two hub discharge
Mach nurnbera as for the unmodified blade C, that is, 0.94
and 1.46. Circumferential surveys of total pressure were
made at several radial positions in the meamring plane.
Them surveys, as well as points in each survey path, were
spaced to give a detailed picture of each loss region. This
spacing varied from one modi.ik+tion to the next because of
tho differences in loss distribution. An example of the dis-
tribution of survey points is shown in figure 5, where the
locmtionsof the total-pressuremeasurementpoints are plotted
for the full-flow-fence modification at the higher Mach
number.

Static-pressure values for points in the stream were calcu-
hztedfrom pressuremeasurementsmade with wall static taps.
It was assumed in this calculation that the static pressure
vmied linearly from inner to outer wall along lines in the
radial measuring plane which were approximately parallel tc
the blade wakes.

Surface flow-direotion studies.-Viiual studies of the flow
direction along the blade and wall surfaces for blades A and
C were made in two ways (ref. 5). The fir-ettechnique used
the reaction between white lead carbonate painted on the
surface and hydrogen suliide gas admitted through an
appropriately located wall static tap and mixed with the
boundary-layer air flowing through the cascade. The re-
sulting darkening of the lead carbonate showed the direction
of flow along the surface from the static tap. The hydrogen
stide gas pressurewas adjusted to exceed the static pressure
at the tap by only enough (0.02 in. Hg, approximately) to
cause it to flow into the passage without blowing it, away
from the surface and without upsetting local flow conditions.
The second technique involved softening the lead carbonate
with glycerin until it would flow slightly along the surface
because of viscous effects between air and paint. A com-
parison of results obtained by these two techniques showed
good agreement; hence, pattarns on the surface were con-
sidered to indicate air-flow direction, and the results were
recorded photographically. ‘

Smoke flow-direction studies.-smoke studies of flow
direction using the technique of reference 5 were made with
blade types A and B mounted in the annular cascade (fig. 1).
The airspeed through the cascade was held to a maximum of
about 20 feet per second in order to avoid diflusion of the
smoke and keep the smoke suiliciently concentrated for
photographing. The smoke .-was introduced into the air
stream just upstream of the blades at two radial positions for
each blade, namely, adjacent to the outer shroud and near
midsection. Photographs were made of the resultiqg flow
patterns at the blade dischmge.

CALCULATIONPROCEDURE

Loss calculations.-Resuhs of total- and static-pressure-
tap data are presented as contoum of kinetic-energy loss,
which is defied as follows:

The error involved in the losses calculated horn pressure
measurenmntamade at the lower hub discharge Mach num–
hers is believed to be negligible. At the higher hub discharge
lMaohnumbers, however, the total pressuresindicated by the
probes are loti because of the shock loss~ associated with the
probes. These shock losses varied with position in the
measuring plane because of the variation in Mach number
and the proximity to the loss regions. Near the hub bound-
ary layer, for example, interaction of the shock wave induced
by the probe and the slwoud boundary layer produced u
thickened boundary layer that influenced flow just upstream
of the probe by causing a series of very weak oblique shocks.
This boumdary-layer thickening upstream of the incident
shock wave is discussed in reference 8, which includes
schlieren photographs at several shock strengths and Reyn-
olds numbers. Because the air had thus decelerated
through a series of weak oblique shocks rather than one nor-
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mrdshock upstream of the probe, the indicated total premire
was higher than that considered possible for the Mach num-
ber level rmda normal shock. Therefore, accurate correction
for the error induced by the presence of the probes at each
measuring point in the stream is extremely difiicult.

The static pressures in the stream when the probes were
withdrawn indicated that the maximum norm&shock-loss
correction nwessary anywhere in the measuri& plane was
slightly greater than 5 percent. The 5-percent loss contoum
define clearly the loss reggonsexistent with each modification
at the higher Mach number and separate the viscous-loss
areas from those where this variable probe loss is the only
loss. In evaluating the effects of the modifications, then,
only the areas within the 5-percent loss contours were con-
sidered; this was done simply by assuming that all losses of
5 percent or le= were equal to zero.

Mass-averaging.-Discharge angles, velocities,
were mass-averaged by the following expression:

J. xpV=do

J pV=do

and low

The use of weighted averages where possible, in preferauce to
ordinmy arithmetic averages, is discussed in reference 9.

Circndation.—Cmculation vm.sdetermined by the following
equation:

r=ver

This equation was adapted for use in this investigation frcm
a similar equation developed in reference 10 (pp. 62ff).

RESULTS
INLm!SURVEYS

Inlet surveys of total and static pressure and flow angle
were practically identical for all three blade configurations.
The results of the inlet radial survey of total pressure are
~lotted in figure 6. Constant total pressure was obtained
over most of the flow passage, the losses in total pressure
occurring in the wall boundary layem at the blade inner and
outer shrouds. & noted earlier, preliminary angle surveys
indicrded little variation horn the tial direction over the
blade passage. The combination of constant total pressure,

Radkl d6tame fran inner shrrd, in
$%

FmuEz 6.—Inlet, pressuredistribution.

z
z
k
g-

[
a

;

Radial distamce fram irmer shrcud, in.
%

hnJEE 7’.-Inlet lossdistribution.

static pressure, and flow angle produced an inlet velocity
distribution that was considered satisfactory. The rnihl

distribution of inlet loss parameter is shown in figure 7.

DISCH.4EGELOSSDISTRIBUTIONS

Results presented include kinetic-energy low distribution
(figs. 8 to 10) and discharge-angle distribution (fig. 11) for the
flow investigations of all the blade con&urations. Also pre-
sented are comparisons of circulation distribution and rcsulta
of hydrogen sulfide and paint traces and of smoke flow
studiw. The most extensive tests were made on blule 0
and blade C modifications. The other configurations, for
the purposea of this report, were investigated mainly to
enable comparisons with blade C. Accordingly, the results
obtained for blade C are presented fit and,in greatest detail.
The presentation of the results obtained with the othw
confirmations is ordy as complete as is deemed neceswy to
point up the differences and similarities in the behavior of
the various ccdgurations. .

Discharge loss for blade C.—At the discharge measuring
station of blade C, the Mach numbers were 0.94 und 1.46
adjacent to the inner-shroud boundary layer and 0.76 and
1.06 adjacent to the outer-shroud boundary layer. Results
of the total-pressure surveys and static-pressure-tap data m
presented ih iigures 8 (e) and (f) as contours of energy loss.
It is to be noted that circumferential coordinate values oro
plotted differently in the two figures in order to show o
complete blade wake as a unit. l’i@re 8 (f) is a composite of
measurementsmade in different parts of two adjacent wakes.

Negligible losses were obtained over most of tho flow
passage. The major losses were observed in the shroud
boundary layers, in the blade wake, and particularly along
the junctions of the shroud boundary layers and the blade
wake. The losses in the blade wake were small compared
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(a) Blade A; lower Mach number (0.86).

Figure 8.– -Contours of

with those measured in the other loss regions and shroud
boundmy l~yers. Maximum losses occurring were 16.2 and
14.3 percent at the inner and outer shroud, respectively, for
the lower hfach number run, and 25.2 and 5.3 percent,
respectively, for the higher Mach number run. The results
show a decrease in loss at the outer shroud with increased
Mach number and an increwe in loss at the inner shroud
with increased Mach number. The changes in the loss
picture with Mach number at any radial position are shown
in figure 10 (a), for which a loss parameter was mass-averaged
circurnferentially across a blade passage and plotted against
radius.

The data taken in this investigation were used to obtain-
blade efficiencies. Mass-averaged blade efficiencies were
0.99 and 0.98. Although the mass-averaged blade efficien-
cies aro high, they are not a good index of blade performance.
Accumulation of the losses at the junction of the blade and
inner shroud, where the velocity gradients are great, could
make the flow unstable and induce additiomd viscous losses
rmd angle gradients.

Disoharge 10SSfor blade C modiilcations.-The results of

273

Loss,
percent

I o-5
5-1o

: 10-15
4 15-20
5 .20-25
6 15-100

~ircumferential disfance, deg

(b) Blade A; higherMaohnumber(1.36).
acrossonebladepassage.

the total-pressure surveys and static-pressure-tap data for
blade C mo~cations are presented in figure 9. Only the
full flow fence was used for the lower Mach number (hub
discharge Mach number, 0.94; fig. 9 (a)), because it was
found that the blade C mofications were ineffective at this
flow condition. All four modifications were tested at the
higher flow Mach number, and the results are presented as
contoum of energy loss in figures 9 (b) to (e). The changes
in the loss picture with the flow-fence modifications are shown
in figures 10 (b) and (c), in which the loss parameter was
mass-averaged cim.mmferentiallyacross a blade passage and
plotted against rmlius.

Dimharge loss for blade “A.—Negligible 10SSCSwere
observed for blade A over most of the flow passage (figs.
8 (a) and (b)). The major losses were found in the shroud
boundary layem, the blade wakes, and particularly in the
vicinitv of the corners formed bv blade suction surfaces and
Shrouds.
compared
other loss
boundary

The metied blade-%ke loss valuea were small
with those in the shroud boundary layers and the
regions. For the leas regions outside the shroud
layers (i.e., more than approximately 0.040 in.
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RQUED 8.—Continued. ~nktl~ of loss acros9 one blade passage.
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Fmmtn 9.—Conkmrs of lossacm one blade C passage with blademodiii&ionii. .
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FIGURE 10.—Radial distribution of loss at nozzle ckharge.

from the shrouds), loss areas and maggtudes were such aa to
indicate a reduction in loss near the outer shroud with in-
creasing Mach number and an increase in loss near the inner
shroud with increasing Mach number. This result is also
shown in the curves of loss”plotted against radial position
(fig. 10 (d)), where the value at each radial position is ob-
tained by mass-averaging the loss across one passage width
at that radius.

Comparison of disohmge losses (blades A and C).—No
signilkant difference in mh.gnitudeis not%dbetween losses for
blades A and C (figs. 8 (a), (b), (e), and (f)). For each blade
the size of the loss region and the over-all magnitude of the

loss= decreased at the outer shroud with increasing Mach
number while increasing at the inner shroud. In both cmw.a,
the extents of the measured wakea decreased with increasing
Mach number (for blade A at the higher Mach number, the
wake 10= dropped below the 5-percent contour to a minimum
of 3.5 percent), but the losses distributed throughout the
passage (regions marked 1 on the contour plots) incrensecl
with increasing Mach number. This is also apparent in the
mass-average plots (iigs. 10 (e) and (f)), where the values are
aflected not only. by losses in the boundary layers, loss
regions, and wakes but also by losses distributed throughout
the passage.
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Comparison of
Figures 8 (c) and

disoharge losses (blades A, B, and C).—
(d) show 10SScontours for blade B. Com-

p&ison with the contours for blades A and C (figs. 8 (a), (b),
(e), and (f)) shows significant differences. At both Mach
numbws, the wake loss is small for blade B, being less than
6 percenbalong rdmost the entire wake length for the lower
Mach number. The outer-shroud loss region for blade B at
the lower Mach number is greater in magnitude and extent
than thut for the other two blades and diilers in shape.
Although it diminishes with increasing lMach number as for
the other blades, it is still appreciable at the higher lMach
number. The inner-shroud loss region outside the shroud
boundary layer increases with increasing lMach number for
blade B M for the other two blades, but for blade B it becomes
much larger, maximum loss at the higher iMachnumber being
67 percent compared with 21 percent for blade A and 25
percent for blade C.

Some of the results indicated by the contour plots also
appear on the mass-averaged loss plots (fig. 10). The
decreme of the loss at the outer shroud and increase at the
inner shroud with increasing Mach number are apparent on
the mass-average plots. Also, the d.iilerencein flow behavior
between blade B and the other two blades shows up as
dMerencm between 10SSWin the wakes and n6ar the inner
and outer shrouds.

DISCHARGR-ANGLEDISTRIBUTIONS

Disoharge angles for blade C.—The resultsof the discharge-
rmgle surveys are shown as contoum in figufe 11. Angle
gradients for the lower Mach number (fig. 11 (e)) were com-

.2e

.24

.2C

.16

.12

.0[

.04

0

paratively small; however, the angle gradients increased with
increasing Mach number. The variation in discharge angle
acrosa the passage at a radial distance of 0.2 inch from the
inner shroud increased from 3.5° for the lower Mach number
to 13.6° for the higher Mach number. At the higher Mach
number (fig. 11 (f)) the greatest variation in discharge angle
occurred in the corner of the passage bounded by the pressure
side of the wake and the inner shroud.

In order to determine the effect of the angle variation,
calculations of rotor blade angles of attack were made for the
higher Mach number where the circumferential angle varia-
tions were the greatest. For these calculations, a tip speed
of 640 feet per second was assumed. Discharge-flow-arqgle
variations of 13.6°, 5.4°, and 4.0° at radial distances from the
inner shroud of 0.2, 1.0, and 2.0 inches, respectively, led to
local variations in the rotor blade angle of attack of 16.9°,
6.6°, and 11.3°. An effect of this variation; as discussed in
reference 11, wa8 a loss (calculated at a radial position 0.2
in. from the inner shroud) of 1.5 percent of the energy based
on tangential component of velocity. Further 10WS of
significant magnitude may also exist because of the effect on
the rotor of the pulsating flow caused by variations in nozzle
discharge angle.

In figure 12 (a) the circumferential average of discharge
flow angle is plotted against radius for each of the two Mach
numbers. The measured angles show that in the central
part of the passage the turning had approximately design
value, but that as either wall was approached there appeared
a decrease in discharge angle relative to dei=a value. Near

1
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. Fi~re 10.—Continued. Radial distribution of.low at node disoharge.
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more pronounced for the higher
than for the lower Mach number. The reveme was true for
the decrease near the outer shroud. This difkrence is
attibutwl to a combination of PrandtJ-Meyer expansion and
increased accumulation of low-momentum fluid near the
inner shroud at the higher Mach number, which effectively
blocked the flow and induced high axial velocitiw in the
immediate vicini@. This is discussed more fully in refer-
ence 12. Also, at points nearer the walls the discharge angle
increased, showing overturning in the boundwy- layers at the

. measuring station.
Discharge angles for blade A.—The results of the dis-

charge-angle surveys for blade A are shown as contours irr
figures 11 (a) and (b). Angle gradients for the lower Mach
number were negligible over most of the passage. Howeverj
they were greater for the higher Mach number. The varia-
tion in discharge angle across the passage at a radial distance
of 0.1 inch from the inner shroud increased from 4.1° for the
lower Mach number to 8.9° for the higher Mach number.
In each case the greate& variation in discharge angle outside
the boundmy layers occurred in the large loss regions typi-
cally found near the inner shroud in all nozzle configurations.

Radial plots of the circumferentially mass-averaged dis-
charge angles (figs. 12 (b) and (c)) for blade A show the same
relations for measured discharge angle to design values as
were obtained for blade C.

Comparison of disoharge-angle distributions in blades
A, B, and C.-contour plots of discharge angles (fig. 11)

~ PrJssocJewidth—- 1-1

,2

G I I 1 I I I I I I I I \ -0

4 1/?0 5
1 I I I I I I I I I

and radial plots of mass-averaged discharge angles (figs. 12 (b)
and (c)) show good agreement at the lower Mach numbers
over most of the pasaagebetween design and measured angles
for blades A and C and fair agreement for blade B. At
these lower Mach numbem, the only severe angle gntdienta
were in the boundary layera. At the higher Mach numbers,
the contour plots show the effects of considerable disturbance
in the direction of, discharge flow distributed through the
passage for all three blades, although blades A and C show
mass-averaged valuea that are still near design values over
most of the passage. Blade B at the higher Mach number
shows severe angle gra’ilientsin the inner+hroud loss region,
with underturning amounting to aa much as 22° and over-
turning of about 8°. At a radial distance of 0.1 inch from
the inner shroud, the circumferential variations in measured
discharge angles were 4.1°, 2.4°, and 2.6° for blades A, B,
and C, respectively, at the lower Mach numbem. At the
higher Mach numbers the corresponding variations were
8.9°, 25.0°, and 9.5°, respectively.

I’or bladw A and C, as either shroud was approached
(figs. 12 (b) and (c)), there appeared decreases in masa-
averaged discharge angle relative to design value. Near
inner shrouds, a decr&e also appemed for blade B. The
decreases near the inner shroud were more pronounced at
the higher Mach number, wherew near the outer shroud
the decreases were smaller”for the higher Mach number,
Also, in the shroud boundary layers themselves, the dischargo
angle increased, showing overturning in the bounda~ layers,

Passage width —-

(e
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(e) Blade C; lower Maoh number (0.94).
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(f) Blade C; higher Mach number (1.46).
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l?mmm 11.—Conuludd. Contours of diaaharge flow angle across one blade passage.
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CIRCULATION DISTIUBQTIONS

Adjusted design and measured spanwim variations in mass-
uvoraged circulation are shown in figure 13 for the three”
sets of blades at the two Mach numbers. As design and
measured Much numbers are approximately the same at
the lower Mach number run for blade C, design and actual
spanwise circulation can be compared direotly. For the
other cases, design and actual Mach numbem are ditlamnt,
and the design circulationin each case was therefore adjusted
in maOmitudeto provide agreement with the measured valuea
while mainthing the correct ratio between outer-shroud
and inner-shroud circulation for that design. This was done
to emphasize any variations in experimentally determined
sprmwiaocirculation resulting from secondary-flow effects.

The variations of mass-averaged circulation obtained from
measurements are seen to be in good agreement with the
adjusted design variations through the greater part of the
passage. However, in the boundary layem of blades A and
C where the discharge-angle measurements are available
and indic~te considerable overtmming, the experimental
c“mculationincreased as the shroud was approached. This
continued to the point where the velocity in the boundary
layer became small enough to overbalance the effect of
discharge-angle increase. At this point the circulation began
to decrease rapidly. In loss regions, also, exp&imental
values of circulation were affected by the low velocities and
the high dwcharge-angle gradients. An extreme example of
this effect appears in figure 13 (b) for blade B, where the
experimentally obtained mass-averaged circulation decreases
approximately 20 peroent from its midspan value as the
imer shroud is approached.

11’igure13 also shows that the design spanwise distribution
of circulation is not greatly different for the two types of
blade design, vortex and constant discharge angle.

SURFACEFLOWTl?AC~

Blade C s“&face flow Visualization.-Visual patterns of
shroud cross-ohwmel boundary-layer flows for blade C (ref.
6), obtained by the use of hydrogen suliide traoes on white
lead paint, are presented in figure 14. A view of the cascade
inner shroud at the blade-row inlet is show-nin @ure 14 (a).
The dark hydrogen suliide traoes indicate that the gas was
ndmitted through a wall static tap in each of two adjscent
pnssnges. At the outer shroud, the hydrogen sulfide was
admitted through a single inlet static tap near the pressure
surface of a blade. The downstream views (figs. 14 (b)
and (c)) show that the boundary-layer flow crossed the chan-
nel completely and flowed onto the. blade suction surface
at both the inner and outer shrouds. The cross-channel
deflection pattern ma the same at both flow Mach numbers.

The results of the use of a free-flowing paint to trace the
radial components of flow at the higher Mach number
are shown in figures 15 and 16. Figure 15 shows how a line
of flow discontinuity (or shock) along the outer shroud from
the trolling edge of the pressure surface crosses the channel
and continues radially inward along the suction surface of
the blade. The intersection of this shock and the boundazy
layer on the blade suction surface results in a thickened
boundmy layer there and a sizable region extending from



FIcmtE 15.—FIOW discon [tiuity at nozzle disaharge.
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FIGURE16.—Paint trams on suotion surfaces of blades. Hub Maoh
number, 1.46.

tip to hub in which the through-flow velocities are small
(fig. 17 (b)), similar to the situation behind the blade tmiling
edge. This suction+wrface region of thickened boundary
layer and the region behind the blade trailing edge provide
flow paths through which boundary-layer material could
flow radially inward because of the radial pressure gradients
in an annular-nozzle cascade. Figure 16 shows paint-traco
patterns made by the radial boundary-layer flow components
in the suction-surface region. Narrow bands were painted
on the suction surfaces of the black at three radial loca-
tions-nom the outer wall, at midspan, and near the inner
wall. The radial flow of paint from the outer to the inner
wall provided indications of the radial flow ~om the outer-
to the inner-wall regions.

Blade A surfaoe flow visualization,-Figures 18 and 19
present hydrogen tide and paint traces that show the sanm
secondsry-flow phtmomena for blade A as reported earlim
for blade C. Figure 18 (a) shows an upstrewn view of
hydrogen sulfide traces on the inner shroud indicating tho
cross-channel path of the gas from its origin in static taps
near the leading edgea of the bladea. Siiar tracea were
formed on the outer shroud by hydrogen sulfide gas emitted
from outer-shroud static taps. Figure 18 (b) shows tho
same traces-viewed horn downstream, aa the low-momentum
air accumulated on the suction surfacea near the trailing
edgea of the blades.
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Figure 18 (c) for the lower Mach number and figure 19
for the higher Mach number present results that indicate,
for blade A, radial flows of the types discussed for blade C.
In figure 18 (c), blade 1 is painted at the tip on the pressure
surface, blades 2 and 3 at midspan on the suction and
pressure surfaces, respectively, and blades 4 and 5 at the
root on suction and pressure surfaces, respectively. For
each blade, the paint flowed around tc the trailing edge
and inward along this edge to the hub, indicating the prob-
ablo existence of radial flow at the trailing edge for the lower
Mach number. Figure 19 shows paint traces for the higher
Mach number indicating radial flow inward along the trailing
edge and also along the suction surface of the blade through
the boundary layer where it was thickened by encountering
a shock across the passage from the trailing edge of the
adjacent blade. Blades 1. and 2 in figure 19 had their
entire suction surfaces painted, and these blades show not
only the flow path inward along the suction surfaces but
also hydrogen sulfide traces where the low-momentum air
flowed out or accumulated on the suction surfaces near the
trailing edges. Blades 3 and 4 were painted near the outer
shroud on their suction and pressure surfaces, respectively.
Blade 3 shows the suction-surface flow path, and blade 4
showa flow down the trailing edge and around to the suction
surface near the root. Bladea 5 and 6 were painted at
midspan on their suction and pressure surfaces, respectively,

(a)
Distance from bcwrdwy

(b)

Distance frun bndary

(a) Thin boundary Iayer.
(b) Tbiokened baundary layer.

FIGURE17,—Comparison af veloaity pro~w for thin and thiokened
baundary Iayem.

.
and present paint traces showing probable radial flow
behind the trailing edge and in the thickened portion of the
suction-surface boundary layer.

I QIEnSmM.1 I

(a) C-32830

(a) Upstream view of hydrogen sulfide traces.
(b) Hydrogen sulfide and paint tracea at dimharge:

FIGUnE 18. Hydrogen suMde and Pa-mt tracea at lower Mauh number
(blade A).

SMOKE FLOW-DIRECTION STUDIH

The sole purpose of the smoke flow-direction studies was
to indicate any basic differences that may exist in boundary-
layer and seccndary-flow behavior between the two blade
ccniigurations A and’ B. When smoke was introduced into
the flow passage in such a matier that it would enter the
outer-shroud boundary layer and follow the motion of the
low-momentum air through the passage, it was found that
the flow paths were different for the two ccnstant-discharge-
angle blades A and B. Presumably, such ditlerenccs were
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(c) Trailing+dge painttrttCCS.

FIGURElS.—Concluded. Hydrogen sulIide and paint tracea at Iowsr Mach numbw (blade A).

l?rcimw 19.—Hydrogen sulfide and paint traca at higher Maoh number (blade A).
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I?mmm 20.-Smoke traw.

due to the same blade characteristics that produced diilerent
surface-velocity proii.lesfor the bladea. For blade B (figs.
20 (o) and (b)), the smoke flowed against the suction sur-
face at the outer shroud and divided ss it approached the
blade trailing edge, most of it rapidly sweeping on down-
stream near the shroud and the remaindar turning sharply
to follow the trailing edge. When the introduction of smoke
waa suddenly interrupted, that which had followed the
trailing edge clung to the blade surface, eddied mildly,
slowly merged with the through-flow air, and gradually
disappeared. The slowness of this motion indicated that,
although the picture shows a large accumulation of smoke,
the fraction of outer-shroud low-momentum fluid tahg
this radial flow path was small.

For blade A (@. 20 (c)), the behavior was d.iflerent, in
that no such eddying in a large stagnant region was found.
Instead, while the smoke showed a rapid radial flow com-

313S50&fi&20
.

ponent, it also had a rapid through-flow component on the
suction surface, so that it was largely swept out into the
wake at points somewhat removed horn the outer shroud.
Likewise, the smoke showed this diilerence between the
flow behavior of the two bladea when it was introduced
about midway between the shrouds (figs. 20 (b) and (d)).

DISCUSSION
Whenever turning of a fluid is a~omplished, as by a

cascade, a balance is established between static-pressure
gradients and centrifugal forces m that fluid. In an annular
cascade where three-dimensional turning is involved, there
are both radial”and circumferential static-pressure gradients.
These pressure gradients, developed in the mainstream,
are imposed upon the boundary layers of low-momentum
fluid on the walls and on the bladea of the cascade. One
result, for example, is that turning in the shroud boundary
layers (cf. ref. 5) equal to the free-stream turning is not
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sufficient to maintain the balance between the pressure
gradients and the cmtrifugd forces. Thus, more than
free-stream turning of the low-momentum shroud boundary-
layer fluids remih.s. The deviations in flow direction of
boundmy-layer fluids from the free-stream flow directions
are the so-called secondary flows. Secondmy flows in-
evitably result from the turning of fluids having boundary
layers; in annular cascades, a systi of thre~dime~ion~
secondary flows must always be established.

SECONDARY-FLOWPATTERNSm BLADECNOZZLECONFIGURATION
Cross-channel secondary flows.-The result of overtur-

ningand cross-channel deflection of the shroud boundary
layem is a thinning of the shroud boundary layers at the
pressure surface and a thickening at the suction surface,
where a tendency toward the formation of regions of low-
momentum fluid occurs and where the tendency for flow
separation is greatest. The loss contours shown in figures
8 (e) and (f) indicate the boundary layers to be thinnest
on the pressure side of the wake and thicker toward the
suction surface along both shrouds. A visual picture of
the cross-chrmnel secondary flow and the accumulation of
low-momentum air in the corner between shroud and suc-
tion surface is shown in figure 14. The dark hydrogen
sulfide trace appearing between the blades in the view from
the inlet side (@g. 14 (a)) indicates the source of the gas
to be a static tap near the pr~ure surface at the leading
edge. This view is at the inner shroud; a source at the
outer shroud was in a similar position. Figure 14 (b) shows
the hydrogen sulfide trace from downstream as it rolls up
with the low-momentum air on the suction surface of the
blade at the inner shroud, having travcnwxlthe passage in
the boundary layer from its source near the pressure surface
of the adjacent blade. Similar results were found at the
outer shroud, as shown by &ure 14 (c) in a downstream
view of the trailing edge of the blades at the intemztion of
their tips with the shroud.

The mechanism of the cross-chwinel secondary flow in
nozzle-shroud boundary layers and the significant flow param-
eters involved are discussed in reference 5. It must be
noted carefully that th=e surface flow-trace temkcannot by
themselves prove whether “passage vortex’.’ formation-the
roll-up of the shroud boundary layer into a discrete flow
vort~x at the suction side of the passag~has taken place or
not.

Radial flows at lower Mach number.-Just as the cross-
channel pr=ure difference induces a deflection of the flow
toward the Iow-prcsure side of the passage, so the pressure
difference existing between outer and inner shrouds can be
expected to induce radial flow through blade boundary
layers and wakes. An examination of the loss cores in the
measuring plane at bdth flow conditions (figs. 8 (e) and (f))
disclosw that the loss region measured at the outer wall is
smaller than that at the inner wall. Because the %vetted
area” of the outer wall is the larger, the relative magnitudes
of the inner and outer loss regions indic+te the pr~ence of
radial flows in the blade boundmy layera and wake regions.

In general, the boundary layers in the turbine nozzle
cascade are thin; a typical velocity profile is shown in figure
17 (a). The high through-flow velocities existing in all but

very small regions in such thin boundary layera tend to
prevent any sizable transport of material from the tip to tho
hub. In order for quantities of low--momentum fluid to
flow the entire distance from the outer wall to the inner
wall, there must exist some sizable regions, extending from
tip to hub in a passage, in which the through-flow velocities
are small (fig. 17 (b)). This situation occurs in the wako
of the blade.

During the tests to trace the cross-channel secondary
flow on the outer wall, faint tracea of hydrogen sulfide
flowing radially down the tmiling edgea were noted. ‘These
traces, coupled with the observation that there seems to be no
a priori reason for the loss core at the inner wall to be so
much larger than at the outer wall for these blades (figs. 8 (e)
and (f)), were considered to indicate radial transport of fluid
at the lower Mach number. One possibility was that
radial flow in suilicient quantities to cause part of this
d.ifEerencein inner- and outer-wall loss cores might occur
along the blade suction surface where the paint traces
showed some indication of flow sepmation.

It was noted in reference 5 that, once the so-called passage
vortex is formed as a result of cross-channel deflection, it
tends to r=ist turning as it proceeds downstream. Therefore,
the absence of a sizable loss core near the outer shroud at
this flow condition (lower Mach number) not only indicates
the prtx+enceof radially inward flows of boundary-layer
fluids, but also possibly indicates that the accumulation of
boundary-layer fluid at the suction surface does not, in this
case, roll up into such a well-deiined vortex. It is con-
jectured that the radial pressure gradient serves to prevent
vortex roll-up by dmining the boundary-layer fluid radially
toward the inner shroud ahnost as rapidly as it reachea the
suction surface.

Radial flows .at higher Maoh number.-An examination of
the loss cores in the measuring plane at both conditions
(&s. 8 (e) and (f)) discloses that the loss region measured
at the outer wall at the higher Mach number was actually
smaller than that at the lower Mach number. This result
was considered evidence that more of the low-momentum
fluid must flow radially toward the inner wall on the blade
or in the blade wake at the higher Mach number. F1OW
visualization by means of paint traces strongly suggests
that at least part of the increased radial flow results from
the availability of new or larger hub-to-tip radial flow paths
at the higher Mach number.

I?igure 15 shows for the higher Mach number a line of
flow discontinuity (or shock) along the outer shroud from
the trai.hg edge of the pressure surface across the channel,
which continues inward along the suction surface of the
adjacent blade. The intersection of the flow discontinuity
and the boundary layer on the suction surface of the blade
results in a thickened boundary layer. The low viscous
shear forces in the thickened boundaw layer and the pres-
ence of a radial pr~ure gradient provide a region and in-
ducement for the inward radial flow of low-momentum fluid
from the outer to the inner shroud.

Free-flowing-paint wta on vortex blade C were conducted
with results so nearly identical to those obtained for blade
A (figs. 18 (b) and (c), and (19)) that the discussion of

.
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these results as presented for blade C is considered equally
valid for blade A.

An enlarged view of the inward radial movement of the
low-momentum fluid at the higher Mach number is given in
figure 16. Suction surfacw and trailing edges are shown.
In the tests made for thii photograph, three blades were
involved. Strips of paint were applied to the suction
surfaces of the blades near the inner shroudj at the mid-.
section, and new the outer shroud. The paint traces repre-
sent tho flow of low-momentum fluid in the thickened
boundary layer resulting from the intersection of blade
surfaco and flow discontinuity, as well as the flow along the
trailing edge of the blade in the wake. The pattern also
shows evidence of backflow in part of this region.

The shift of the major loss region from the outer part of
the passage to the inner with increasing Mach number and
the paint traces of flow at the higher Mach number give
good indications that low-momentum fluid originating on
the outer shroud and on the blade surfacw flows radially
inward along the line of flow discontinuiw as well as along
the trailing edge in the blade wake. The radially inward
motion of the low-momentum fluid is accomplished through
boundary-layer regions of reduced viscous shear forces in
the presence of the radial pressure gradient.

Over-all sketch of seoondary-flow paths.-Figure 21 is a
sketch showing the secondary-flow paths in the annular
cascade, as indicated by the flow measurements and visual
traces According to this sketch, much of the low-energy
muterial in a loss core near the blade inner shroud originates
elsewhere in the passage. Some of it originates on an ad-
jacent blade and, along with the inner-shroud boundary layer,
becomes part of this loss core by cross-channel deflection.
&other portion originates on the adjacent blade riear the
outer shroud. This blade boumdary-layer material, together
with some of the outer-shroud boundary layer, deflects across
the channel along the outer shroud and then flows radially
along tho indlmted paths on the blade to become part of
the loss core near the inner shroud.

FmuaE21.—Se&dary-flow components as indicated by paint and
hydrogen sulfide traces Hub Mach number, 1.46.

EVALUATION OF RADIAL SECONDARY-FLOW COMPONENTS lN BLADE C
NOZZLE CONFIGURA~ON

The investigation described in this section was undertaken
in an effort to learn more about the origin and the disposition
of secondary flows,and, in particular, to verify the preceding
indications that flow losses originating at the outer wall com-

prise a portion of the 10SSW measured at the inner wall. The
blades were modified in an effort to interrupt the secondary
flows in such a manner as to enable evaluation of their com-
ponents. The investigation was principally concerned with
the effects of various modifications on the radial transport of
low-momentum fluid to the inner-wall region. Consequent
changea in the size of the loss core at the inner wall were
used to e?aluate the results.

Preliminary considerations. —The reasons for using the
changes in size of the inner-wall loss cores as criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of the modifications are as fol-
lows. In general, it was observed that the sheet-metal fences
on the blades were effective in blocking the radial flows.
(The criterion applied waa the effectiveness in reducing the
accumulation of low-momentum fluid at the inner wall.)
Because the fences increased the wetted surface area in the
flow passage, the modifications themselves introduced some
viscous losse% Separation of these modification-induced
losses from the low-momentum fluid interrupted by the mod-
ifications is not readily feasible. Accordingly, the changes
in size of the inner-wall low core are used as criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of the modifications and as a
basis for interpretation of the results. As expected, none of
the modifications used affected the losses near the outer wall
under any condition, being “downstream” of the outer wall
with respect to the radial flows.

Fall-flow-fence modifloation at hub Mach number 0.94.—
Only the full-flow-fence modification waa used for flows with
a hub Mach number of 0.94. Comparison of figures 9 (a)
and 8 (e) shows that the flow fences apparently had a neg-
ligible effect on the inner-wall loss core. 13mmination of
figure 10 (b) also shows this factor in terms of the circum-
ferentially averaged loss from the inner wall w the fence.
As noted earlier, the discrepancy in the relative sizes of the
inner- and outer-shroud loss cores indicates that radial trans-
port of boundary-layer material probably does occur; but
there was no evidence from these tests at the lower Mach
number flow to show the location or quantity of this tmns-
port. However, if it does take place, there are indications
that it occurs chiefly along the suction surface upstream of
the flow fence. The losses that appear at the flow-fence
position, approximately 1.1 inches from the inner wall, evi-
dently are generated by the fences themselves.

Full-flow-fenoe modillcation at hub Mach number l.46.—
The existence of radial flows that would enable transport of
low-momautum fluids from the outer to the inner wall was
investigated, and measurements were made of the quantities
involved at a hub Mach number of 1.46.

The effectivauew of the full flow fence at the higher Mach
number is demonstrated by a comparison of figures 9 (b)
and 8 (f). The sharp reduction in size of the inner-wall loss
core a9 a result of the flow fence9 constitute proof of radial
flow and transport of low-momentum fluids from the outer
to the inner wall. By integration, it waa determined that
approximately 65 percent of the losses that appear in the
inner-wall low-core region (0.040 to 0.500 in. from the inner
wall) come from the neighborhood of the outer wall, by means
of radial flows in the blade wakes and on that part of the
blade surface intercepted by the fence. These estimates are
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only qualitative because of the probe errors diScussedin the
section on PROCEDURES, but the over-all picture is unmis-
takable. The circumferentially averaged loss, plotted ra-
dially over one-half the blade height in figure 10 (c), shows
the change in loss distribution effected at various radial posi-
tions by the flow fences.

The circumferential location at various radial positions of
the wake in figure 8 (f) indicates underturning in the reggon
nmr the hub. Comparison of figure 8 (f) with figures 9 (b)
and (c) shows that the blade fences eflected a reduction in
the underturning in this region as well as a reduction in the
size of the loss core. This reduction is evidenced by the
shift in circumferential position of the loss region near the
inner wall. Evidently, a large part of the underturning in
that region of the unmodified cascade is caused by flow block-
age due to the accumulation of low-momentum fluid.

Reduced-flow-fence modillcation at hub Mach numb&
1,46,—A further refiement of the pattern of distribution of
the low-momentum fluid is provided by the reduced flow

‘ fence (fig. 9 (c)), which, by acting upon the flow in the blade
wakes only, enables an evaluation of the uninterrupted flow
through the thickened boundary-layer region where the
shock wave abuts the blade suction surface. Thus, of the
low-momentum fluid that accumulates in the 10SScore at the
.hmer wrdl, about 30 percent. is derived from radial flow
through the strip of thickened blade boundary layer and
about 35 percent from flow through the blade wake.

It is further shown that, in this particular cascade of riozzle
blades, the thickened boundary-layer region is comparable
in size to the blade wake. This fact is evident from consider-
ations of the static-pressure ~wadientsand the fluid densities
involved, which are not greatly different in the two regions.
Therefore, the quantities of flow through these regions are
wtablished as measuresof the comparative sizes of thickened
boundary layem and blade wakes.

3/l@nch-notch modi.iloationat hub Mach number l.46,—
A M-inch notch cut into the trailing edge of the blade (fig. 9
(d)) was not deep enough to intersect the thickened boundary-
layer strip on the blade (fig. 16). The notch was intended to
accomplish the same reduction of the innw-wall loss core as
the flow fence by providing a discontinuity in the flow path
of low-momentum fluid on the blade trailing edge. It ap-
peared likely, because of the rapid dissipation of the wake
downstream of the trailing edge below the notch, that low-
momentum fluid flowing from the outer wall would be swept
downstream at the blade notch. This modification failed
notably h disrupt the bladt+wake radial flow. Instead, the
blade wake and the attendant radial flows remained attached
to the trailing edge. The shift in position of the loss core in
figure 9 (d) (cf. fig. 8 (f)), without appreciable change in
size, supports this contention.

Furthermore, it can be seen from iigure 9 (d) that a few
new 10SSWwere generated at the trail.@-edge discontinue@-,
1.1 inches from the hub. It might well have been antici-
pated that there would be a large flow from the pressure
surface to the suction surface along the top edge of the notch
in the manner of the tip-clearance losses described in figures

35 and 36 of reference 5. In these vortex blades. howevw.,-. ,
the turning is accomplished early, and the %~inch notch is
in the region where the blades provide mainly guidnnco and
where little further turning of the main flow is involved.
The over-all average loss for the %0-inch-notch modification
is thus increased but slightly over that of the unmodified
blades.

3/@nch-notch modification at hub Maoh number 1,46,—
A %-inch notch in the blade trailing edge, which was deep
enough to penetrate the region of the blade where turning
is involved, intersected the thickened boundary layer caused
by the shock wave in the passage. From the position and
size of ,the losses at 1.1 inches from the inner wall (fig. 9 (e)),
it is evident that the notch caused underturning. I?rom tho
large increase in losses at the inner wall (cf. fig. 9 (d)), it
must be concluded that large losses are generated by flow
from the blade pressure surface to the suction surface at the
top of the notch and that these then flow radially to tho inner
wall.

Remarks on secondary flows in blade C nozzle oonflg-
uration.—The following reauhs were obtained at hub Mnch
numbers of 0.94 and 1.46 in an investigation of an annular
cascade of turbine-nozzle blades designed for a free-vortex
distribution of velocity with a discharge angle of appro.u-
mately 65°:

(1) High loss regions were found at the junction of the
blade wakes and shroud boundary layers for the two Macli
numbers. The inner-shroud loss region was much larger
than the outer-shroud loss region.

(2) The over-all integrated blade eflicienciea were 0.99
and 0.98 in order of increasing Mach number. Although
these efficiencies are high, they are not a good index of blado
perform&nce, as the high loss regions and angle gradients
occurring along the suction side of the blade and inner shroud
where d.iftusionis the greatest could result in flow instability
and induce additional viscous losses and angle gradients.

(3) Angle gradients were small for the lower Mach munbor
run; however, they increased with increasing Mach number.
Circumferential angle gradients of 13.6°, 5.4°, and 4.0° at
radial distancea of 0.2, 1.0, and 2.0 inches from the inner
shroud, respectively, led to local variations in rotor blado
angle of attack of 16.9°, 6.6°, and 11.3° for the higher Mach
number run.

(4) In the region of high velocity gradients (particularly
in the loss region near the inner shroud and for tho higher
Mach number) the accuracy of measurements of pressure
and flow angle may be limited, and the interpretation of them
measurements should be made with care.

(5) Secondary flows are largely responsible for the distri-
bution of losses noted downstream of the blade row. The
major result of the secondary-flow mechanism in this investi-
gation waa the formation of an inner-wall loss core.

(6) Secondmy flows can be intercepted by simple barriem
in the flow paths of the low-momentum fluid. Thus, the
degree of underturning at the inner wall caused by blockage,
which is a result of the loss accumulation by the secondary
flow, can be reduced.

.
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(7) The inner-wall loss core is & accumulation of losiws
which for the most part originate elsewhere in the passage.
On paths leading to the loss region in the corner bounded
by tho blade suction surface and the hub at the blade trailing
edge, low-momentum fluid is transported across channels to
tho suction surfaces in the wall boundary layers and radially
inward in the blade boundary layem and in the blade wakes.
At a hub Mach number of 1.46, the radial flows in the blade
wake and the thickened boundary layer on the suction sur-
face a6counted for apprminmtely 65 percent of the loss core,
about 35 perccmtresulting from flow in the blade wake, and
about 30 percent from flow in the thickened boundary layer.
At a hub Mach number of 0.94, no information concerning
radial flow in the wakes was obtained directly.

SECONDARYFLOWS IN BLADE A NOZZLE CONFIGURATION

Loss distribution,-The 10S contours for blade A are sim-
ilar to those for blade C to a noteworthy degree. Accord-
ingly, the discussion of the loss contours obtained with blade
C can be considered equally applicable to blade A.

baa contours (fig. 8 (a)) at the lower Mach number for
blado A indicate an outer-shroud loss region distributed over
rLportion of the wake in such a way as to suggest that, at the
measuring plane, radial pressure gradie~ts had forced its
movement toward the inner shroud, but that its through-flow
component of velocity was such as to prevent a large part
from actually reaching the inner shroud. Indications of the
same kind of boundary-layer flow behavior at low flow Mach
numbers are seen in the photographs in figures20 (c) and (d).

Tho inner-shroud loss region under these conditions is
composed of inner-shroud boundmy-layer air with the addi-
tion of some low-momentum air reaching it by radial flow
from the blade-surface boundaqy layer, and the measured
wake is a combination of protile loss with some- low-
momcntum air reaching it by radial flow from points nearer
the.outer shroud.

At the higher Mach number, the flow is different, mainly
because of the additional path for radial flow provided by
shock-boundary-layer thickening on the blade suction sur-
faca (fig. 19). This seems to allow the greater part of the
outer-shroud Iosaregion to reach the inner shroud and com-
bine with inner-shroud losses to form the large region of
low-momentum fluid that appears in figure 8 (b).

The mass-averaged loss curves (fig. 10 (d)) indicate a
greater loss throughout the mainstream for the higher than
for the lower Mach number, even though the contour plots
show that the wake is smaller. Reference to the original
data gives the reason for this diilerence. At the higher
Mach number, the loss distributed through the passage out-
sido the.wake is appreciable (about 1 percent), whereas it is
negligible at the lower Mach number. This implies that at
tho higher Mach number a mild general flow disturbance
exists in the exit air from the passage.

$eoondary-flow patterns.—As a result of secondaxy flow
for blade A, the low-momentum air in the shroud boundary
layem tends to move across the passage from the pressure

surface toward the suction surface and to accumulate in the
corners between shroud and suction surface. This move
ment is indicated by the hydrogen stide traces of figures 1S
and 19 and the low-contour plots of figures 8 (a) and (b).

Radial pressure gradients also exist in an annular cascade
of nozzle blades and will drive low-momentum fluid radially
to the inner shroud wherever a reggon of low through-flow
velocity provides a complete path. The pfit traces of
figures 18 (c) and 19, for example, show indications of such
paths. At the lower Mach number in figure 18 (c)j the paint
has been swept in along the trailing edge of the blade. At
the higher Mach number in figure 19, an additional path is
indicated on the suction surface of the blade near the trailing
edge. This pattern of second~ flow in blade A is thus
quite similar to that obtained for blade C. Because a com-
parison of blades A and C indicates that secondary-flow
differences are small, it appears that the choice of blading
(vortex or constant discharge angle), based solely on second-
ary flows, is of negligible concern.

SECONOARYFLOWSm BLADEBNOZZLECONFIGURAYYON

Loss dis@ibution,-As noted in the RESULTS section
the loss contours for blade B (figs. 8 (c) and (d)) are consider-
ably diflerent from those for blades A and C (figs. 8 (a), (b),
(e), and (f)). Not only the large size but also the regular
shape of the loss region near the outer shroud downstream
of nozzle blade B at the lower Mach number is noteworthy
(fig. 8 (c)). The syminetric high loss region closely sur-
rounded by regions of considerably lower loss indicates
qualitatively the existence of a core of low-momentum fluid,
possibly a flow vortax

The combination of large outer-shroud loss core, compara-
tively small wake, and comparatively small innm-dmoud
loss core at the lower Mach number indicates relatively little
radial flow for blade B at these conditions. However, at
the highar Mach number for blade B, the existence of con-
siderable radial flow is indicated by the large inner-shroud
loss region and the reduction of the outer-shroud loss core
(fig. 8 (d)).

Secondary-flow patterns.-The hydrogen sulfide and paint-
trace flow-visualization techniques were not yet employed
at the time the data for blade B were obtained. Neverthe-
Iem, it can be stated that the familiar pattern of cross-channel
boundary-layer flow accumulation near the suction surface
and large radially inward flow at higher Mach numbers
applies equally well to blade B as to blades A and C. How-
ever, within this broad framework there are notable differ-
ences between the results obtained for blade B compared
with those for blades A and C. The differences in loss dis-
tribution were noted in the preceding section rind in RE-
SULTS. Also noted in RESULTS were the considerable
differences in blade boundaq-layer behavior between blades
A and B as indicated by smoke flow tests (fig. 20). These
diiferencw are correlated
proEle9 in a later section.

with difference in blade velocity

.
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COMPARISON OF DISCEARQB-ANQLE DISTBD3UTIONS OF BLADJM
&B, ANDc

For all three blades at the lower Mach numbers, the gra-
dients of deviation of the discharge angles from design are
quite snd over most of the flow passage (figs. 11 (a), (c),
(e), and 12 (b)). Furthermore, the circumferautiaI mass-
averaged flow angl= (fig. 12 (b)) are close to the design
angles except near the shrouds.

For the higher Mach numbers (figs. 11 (b), (d), (f), and
12 (c)), however, d.isoharg+angle gradients distributed in
the mainstream are increased. This effect is qected if, as
suggested previoudy, there is an increasing general flow
disturbance throughout the entire passage with increasing
Mach number. As noted in the RESULTS section, the
decreases in mass-averaged flow angles relative to design
values were more pronounced near the inner shroud at the
higher Mach numbers; whereas, near the outer shroud, the
decrenseswere smallerfor the higher Mach numbers. This is
attibuted to a combination of F’randtl-Meyer type expansion
off the blade trailing edge (amounting to 5° at a Mach num-
ber of 1.25) and increased accumulation of low-momentum
fluid near the inner shroud, which effectively blocked the
flow and induced an increase in axial mdocities in the im-
mediate vicinity. Under_~ and overturning of this
magnitude result in rotor blade anglw of attack that would
cause a noticeable deterioration in performance. In this
connection, it is noted that for blade C a nozzle discharge-
angle variation of 13.6° near the inner shroud led to a varia-
tion in rotor blade angle of attack of 16.9° and a rczmking
loss of 1.5 percent of energy based on tangential component
of velocity.

Large angle gradients were found in the shroud boundary
layers, also, where overturning appears beoause of cvss-
channel secondary flows.

CORIIELATIONOF SECONDARY-FLOW PA ‘PTERNS WITH VELOCITY PROFILE
OF BLAD~ A. F& AND C

Results obtained from the investigation of the three tur-
bine nozzle blade types show how the dillerent accumila-
tiow of loss, the different wake phenomena, and the different
visual indications of secondary flow may possibly be cor-
related with each other and with the blade shapes and veloc-
ity profiles. For example, in figure 8 (c) the presence of a
sizable loss core (suggwtive of a flow vortex) is noted for the
lower Mach number near the outer shroud downstream of
nozzle blade B. By comparison, figures 8 (a) and (e)
pr~ent the loss contours for the’ lower Mach numbers for
blades A and C, in wb,ich such large outer-shroud loss cores
do not ~ppear. It is clear that the secondary flows that
result in two such ditlerent loss-distribution patterns must
themselves be considerably different. The reasons for these
differences are discussed qualitatively in this section.

The discussion falls into three main parts. First, suction-
surface velocity profiles are discussed and di.flerences are
noted in the boundary layer near the tip of blade B as com-
pared with the other blade types. Then, the probable effects
of thwe boundary-layer di.tlerenceaupon the behavior of the
cross-chw.melseeondary flows at the outer shrouds are con-

sidered. Finally, these considerations are shown to account
for the diihrences in extent and magnitude of the wako losses
measured behind the different kinds of blades and to provide
an insight into the physical significance of such woke
measurements.

Velocity profUes.-Suction-surf ace velocity proilles am
plotted together for the three blades for hub, mean, and tip
sections in figures 2 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Mean-
section blade shapw are also shown in figure 2 (b). The
profiles were computed in mch case for design (subsonic)
Mach number. At other Mach numbem (at least in subsonio
cases), velocity mtiums and minimums might be expect~d
to appear in similar locations.

For blades A and C, the profle plots show no sharp veloc-
ity peaks over the surface of any section. The blade B
pro~e at the hub section: while not so smooth as the proiilca
of blades A and C, has only one maximum and might bo
expected to produce a fairly smooth flow. Howevor, at
the mean and particulady at the tip sections, blade B has
proiiles with two and three maximums, respectively, and
each peak indicates a sudden change in veloci ty at ono point.
This nonuniformity may be actually greater than indicmtod,
because the calculation methods based on difFerencingpro-
cedures and on representation of flow functions at a fixed
number of points have a tendency to smooth the curves rmd
thereby to reduce the magnitude of all computed velocjty
peaks. Such irregular profles m.ght reasonably be exTected
to cause a difference in boundary-layer behavior between
blade B and the other two blade-sby causing flow separation
or unusual boundq-layer growth on blade B.

Boundary layers.-The effects of blade shape and velocity
profile on blad~surface boundmy layer as described wore
shown visu@ly by the smoke-injection studies. Figures
20 (a) and (b) for blade B indicate the presence of a lingo
separated region on the suction surface of the blade where t,he
tip-seotion velocity profile could be expected to affect tho
boundary layer. Apparently, the flow path followed by the
smoke and accompanying low-momentum air did not actually
reach the inner shroud in the vicinity of the trailing edge.

For blade A, having a smooth velocity profile, figure 20 (c)
shows flow behavior indicating that the boundary layer on
the blade suction surface was thinner than for blade B and
was not separated.

Vortex formation.-The diilerence between blade suction-
surface boundary layera previously indicated maybe a basis
for the difference between the larger outer-shroud loss kegion
for blade B and the much smaller outer+hroud loss regions
for the other two blades. For blade B, the separated flow
near the outer shroud provided the condition required for
formation of an appreciable vortex. That is, the outer-
shroud boundary-layer air flowing into such a region might,
and for blade B apparently did, roll up into the passago
vortex type of flow described in reference 5. Once formed,
the vortex resisted turning (ref. 5), tended to maintain its
direction of flow, and passed into the wake near the outer
shroud, where measurementsshowed the prcsenee of a sizable
10EScore.

.
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At the higher Mach number for blade B, the additional
radial flow path provided by the thickened boundary layer
on the blade suction surface due to shock formation in the
pmage serves to drain off more of the low-momentum fluid
toward the inner shroud. This action effectively reduces the
magnitude of the roll-up into a passage vortex.

No evidence of appreciable passage vortex formation near
the outer shroud was observed for blades A and C, for which
the blade boundary layers are thinner, as haa been pointed
out, The greatest portion of the low-momentum fluid orig-
inating along the outer shroud was swept radially inward
into the wake and, therefore, was a contributing factor for
the increased wake losses as compared with blade B. Also,
for blades A and C, the part of the low-momentum fluid
reaching the inner shroud contributes to the greater size of
the inner-shroud loss region compared with that of the
outer shroud.

Thus, the results suggest that passage vortex formation of
measurablemagnitude maynot take place under all secondary-
flow conditions, but only in those cases where blade shape
and velocity profiles are such as to cause development
of bounda~-layer separation and staO~ation regions exten-
sive enough for the purpose.

Wake Iosses,—!l?he phenomena described indicate an in-
ward radial transfer of a smallar fraction of low-momentum
fluid from the outer to the inner shroud for blade B than for
the other blades. Thus, a smaller amount of low-momentum
fluid from the outer shroud was found in the wake for this
blade than for the others, aa shown on the contour plots in
figure 8. The magnitude and extent of wake loss behind a
blade may, in some measure, be an indication of the radi~
flow taking place at the trailing edge or on the blade suction
surface. Substantiating evidence is also indicated by the
results of the study on blade C at the higher Mach number
(figs, 8 (f) and 9 (b)), in which a flow fence was used to bter-
rupt these radial flows. With the radial flow from the upper
half of blade C interrupted at midspan, the loss measured in
the wake from the lower half of the blade was reduced
considerably.

At the lower Mach number, the 10SSaccumulation for blade
B near the inner shroud has roughly the same magnitude as
for the other two blades. However, for blade B, with little
radial flow, the greatest percentage of this low must originate
from the inner-shroud boundary layer. For the other blades,
the measured inner-shroud loss region is a combination of
inner-ebroud loss and loss transfemed radially in the wakes
from the outer shroud. Barring radial flow, therefore, blades
A and C would have smaller inner-shroud loss regions to
compme with that of blade B.

Ciroulation.—The differences between the types of span-
wise circulation distribution for the three bladea were small.
I’urthermore, the total variations in circulation over the
major portions of the blade spans are small compared with
the changes in circulation in the blade-end boundary-layer
regions. These circumstances make it diflicult to judge,
from the investigations of these blada, how spanwise varia-
tion in circulation affects secondary-flow patterns and loss
distribution.

SUMMARYOF RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS

The follow@ rwults and conclusions were obtained from
a study of secondary flows and loss accumulations in annular
cascades of turbine nozzle blades of three different designs:

1. Two blade conjurations (constant-discharge-angle
blade A and vortex blade C, both with smooth suction-surface
velocity proiiles) showed the same seconda~-flow patterns,
namely, a crow-passage boundary-layer flow on the shrouds
from pressure surfaces to suction surfaces and radial flow
inward along the trailing edges of the blades. In addition,
at supersonic conditions, radial flow took place inward along
the suction surface through a strip of the boundary layer that
had been thickened by shock interaction. These effecti
remdt in a pronounced accumulation of low-momentum air
near the inner shroud and a greatly reduced outer-shroud loss
region. At one flow condition (hub Mach number, 1.46),
the radial flows in the blade C wake and the thickened bound-
ary layer on the suction surface accounted for approximately
65 percent of the loss core, about 35 percent resulting from
flow in the blade wake, and about 30 percent from flow in
the thickened boundary layer.

2. For thwe two blade configurations (A and C), measured
loss magnitudes and distributions were approximately the
same, and no extreme discharge-angle gradients were en-
countered in the me.aaming plane.

3. The over-all integrated blade efficiencies were 0.99 and
0.98 in order of increasing Mach number for blade C. These
efficiencies are not a good index of blade performance,
because, while the energy loss involved in secondary flow is
not large, the accumulation of large loss cores mmr the inner.
shroud where the diffusion is the greatest resultsin flow block-
age there. This blockage gives rise to large flow-angle
deviations, which, in turn, trigger additional losses in down-
stream blade rows.

4. Secondary flows can be intercepted by simple barriers
in the flow pat~ of the low-momentum fluid. Thus, the
degree of underturning at the inner wall, caused by blockage
resulting from the loss accumulation by the secondary flow,
can be reduced.

5. Comparison of the two sets of blades having smooth
velocity profiles (A and C) with a set (constant discharge
angle) having irregular suction-surface velocity profles (B)
showa that losses in general were greater and more con-
cmtrated for the blades with poorer velocity profiles. For
this blade configuration (B), a passage vortex was apparently
formed that carried a large loss region downstream near the
outer shroud. At the higher Mach number, this blade con-
figuration showed indications of radial flow of large amounts
of low-mometum fluid to form a large loss region near the
inner shroud, accompanied by severe discharge-angle
gradients.

6. The blade flow conditions that contribute to the for-
mation of a passage vortex near the outer shroud appear to
be blade boundmy-layer thickening and separation, which
are produced by irregular suction-surface velociw profiles.
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7. Magnitude and extent of blade wakes is dependent
upon secondmy-flow conditions. The loss measured in the
wake at any radial position is a combination of profile losses
and low-momentum air flowing radially inward from points
nearer the outer shroud. Thus, the blade configuration,
having little tendency for passage vortex formation has, as a
result, more pronounced wakes.

8. Because of the similarity between loss magnitudes and
distributions rmdbetween secondmy flows for the two blade
configurations having smooth velocity profiles (constank
discharge-angle blade A smdvortm’bla.de C), it appeam that
on the basis of secondary flow alone there is no reason to
choose one of the two blade types rather than the other.

The difference in the variation of desire spanwise circulation
for the two is small, and the larg~ b&ndary-layer and
secondary-flow effects seem to mask any effects that may
mist because of the main-span circulation differences.

9. In the region of high velocity gradients (particularly in
the loss region near the inner shroud and for the higher
Mach number), the accuracy of measurements of prewum
and flow angle may be limited, and the interpretation of
these measurements should be made with care.

LETWSFLIQHTPROP~ION LABORATORY
NATIONALADVISORYComrrrmm FORAERONAUTIIYS

CLEVELAND,OHIO,April $0, 1963

APPENDIX

APPLICATION OF HOT-WIRE-ANEMOMETER PROBE

PARALIXLWIRE PROBE

The hot-wire probe for mea.iuring flow singles in the
main part of the air stream consisted of two wires (of 80
percent platinum and 20 percent iridium) mounted in spatial
rmd electrical pdehsm. The wires were supported on
two Immnel prongs with their l~ths perpendicular to the
air stream and parallel to the axis of the probe and rotation.
The alinement of the wires with the air stream was detected
electrically by observing the maximum in potential drop
when the downstream wire tempwature reached a peak as a
result of receiving heat by convection through the wake

. horn the upstream wire.
The electrical equipment used for the discharge-flow-angle

investigation with this hot-wire-anemometer probe consisted
essenttiy of a bridge circuit, a direct-current power supply
with which the current could be easily adjusted over a con-
tinuous range, a direct-current voltage ampliiier, and a volti
meter for indication of the bridge output voltage. A probe
actuator with appropriate switching arrangement was used
to control the angular orientation of the hot-wire array with
the air flow. The circuit employed in obtaining angle data,
aswell as the theory and procedure, is discussedin reference 3.

A compromise among wire sensitivity, eflects of radial
angle gradients, and wire life determined the size of the
wires used for the investigation. A satisfactory wire life jn
the filtered-air supply limited the wire diameter to a mini-
mum of 0.0009 inch. The wire length was kept small
(0.045 in. or less) to reduce the effects of radial angle gradi-
ents. In spite of the small length, the extremely small wire
diameter as compared with wire length resulted in a large
wire length-to-diameter ratio and helped to increase the
angle sensitivity and to minimize the effects of the supports
on the wire operation. The wire operating temperature of
approximately 2500 C and wire spacing of 0.005 inch gave
good sensitivity.

Wire damage from colkion by dirt particles in the air
supply either made the probe inoperative or changed the
original wire orientation, thereby changing the reference-

angle calibration. Frequent checking of a previous Mm
point was therefore essential to prevent datn errors resulting
from change in wire orientation due to wire damage.

When the pair of heated wires was alined with the air
stream, notation of the revenmls of the change of bridge
output voltage was made visually. Several revemrds wore
usually made to obtain .an accurate angle value. The
variation in a set of readings was on the order of & 0.6° for
most sties.

V-WIRE PROBE

The probe consisting of a i-adially mounted parallel pair
of wim was thought to be unsuitable for boundary-layer
measurements near the inner shroud, because large nonuni-
form radial angle gradienti exist in this boundary layer and
also because the wire length limits the minimum radial dis-
tance between survey point and inner shroud to about 0.036
inch. Therefore, a V-wire probe was constructed with wires
of the same material as the parallel-wire probe mounted in a
plane perpendicular to the probe axis and parallel to the
shroud surface in the vicinity of the measuring point. In
operation, a reproducible orientation of the wires with
respect to the air-flow direction was obtained by rotating
them about the probe axis until the resistance ratio of the
two wires with convective heat loss due to the ILirstream
was tie same as their resistsmceratio with no ,conveotive
heat low. The procedure involved obtaining an angle
reading for this rotative position at a point where the flow
directio~ was known and comparing angle readings at othor
points with this known angle.

The electrical equipment used with the V-wire probe was
essentially the same as with the parallel-wire probe, except
that the two wires were balanced against each other rather
than against a consta@ resistance. Also, a sensitive
galvsaometer was used as an indicating instrument instmd
of the amplifler-voltmeter combination required for the
parallel wires.

As in the use of the parallel wires, frequent checking of a
previous data point was necessary to detect wire damage
immediately and thereby avoid data.errors.
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